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Social media has become an important and effective tool 
for researchers for direct dissemination of their research 
findings to a larger audience. AAPS Open recognized this 
trend and strategically decided to offer an ideal platform 
to the researchers to raise their profile via AAPS Open’s 
social media support.

With my commitment towards supporting outreach 
activities in pharmaceutical field, I gracefully accepted 
this role as social media editor at AAPS Open. As a social 
media editor at AAPS Open and a subject matter expert 
in the pharmaceutical research field with diverse research 
experience at different stages of drug product life cycle, I 
strive to help achieve the overall goal of AAPS Open by 
encouraging scientists to bring their innovations reach its 
highest potential via high quality publications with AAPS 
Open.

Before I further discuss AAPS Open’s social media 
strategy, I would like to emphasize there are only 4.4 mil-
lion people employed by pharmaceutical industry glob-
ally which serves a global population of 7.9 billion. The 
responsibility of those professionals to work on behalf of 
a population larger than their own field is real (Interna-
tional Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and 
Associations 2021). Other statistics from United King-
dom, suggests only one-third of the pharmaceutical pro-
fessionals are researchers who are directly involved with 
drug discovery and drug product development. Ours is a 
substantial and varied community!

Social media statistics suggest the presence of about 
2.8 billion accounts as of today, out of which there are 
about 23 million pharmacists and industry scientists who 

are expected to actively access articles throughout the 
pharmaceutical journals (Badr et al. 2021). For us, AAPS 
Open’s unique “open access” feature allows access to full 
article within few clicks, is an important one for the read-
ers of our research. Plus, an open access journal with a 
strong social media strategy is “icing on the cake” for the 
authors who aim to reach the maximum audience with 
their discoveries.

I would like to briefly comment on how social media 
algorithm works and how social media team at AAPS 
Open can help researchers to gain more visibility of their 
published work. As an example, the posts on Twitter 
and LinkedIn appear on the top of people’s feeds based 
on their interests. Social media algorithms use artificial 
intelligence to customize posts which it may think are 
relevant to a particular person. This means to greatly 
benefit from social media, a person not only needs to fol-
low the main page of their interest (e.g., AAPS Open) but 
also need to engage with the social media posts such as 
like, comment and/or share on the social media content 
posted by AAPS Open.

With a clear insight on social media algorithm and 
AAPS Open’s long term goal, AAPS Open’s social media 
strategy execution is listed below in three phases.

Firstly, it is important to recognize that quality of 
research is important as compared to quantity. One or 
two readers reading full paper and employing the learn-
ing in their research work is more important than a 
reader not willing to read a paper beyond the abstract and 
introduction due to poor writing and/or research quality. 
One of the important aspects AAPS Open recognizes is 
to build a small high-quality network of researchers who 
are actively engaged with the AAPS Open publication 
research content.
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Secondly, “Rome was not built in a day.” A well-devised 
strategy to develop, grow and maintain an engaged com-
munity is key to the journal’s success, and is built one 
step at a time. AAPS Open is going to build a community 
wherein researchers know who they want to reach out to 
and utilize it as a scientific resource for scientific discus-
sions. Social media accounts can be an excellent tool to 
showcase and invite feedback on the journal’s goals and 
upcoming plans.

Lastly, we aim to create posts through our social media 
account on weekly basis to begin with. We plan to post 
a quick summary of newly published articles, any spe-
cial issue announcements, opinion polls, research break-
throughs, important pharmaceutical news as well as new 
drug approvals to keep the audience up-to-date with 
recent advances in the pharmaceutical field.

In summary, AAPS Open has a strategy in place to 
build a community and write captivating posts for arti-
cles published with AAPS Open. AAPS Open also aims 
to help connect the AAPS Open authors with the rest of 
the industry through social media platforms (LinkedIn 
and Twitter). Furthermore, AAPS Open can support 
researchers to achieve their goal of bringing their inno-
vation by creating a summary post of their publications 
supported with videos as well as graphical pictures to the 
social media scientists, and thereby increase number of 
downloads and citations.

We believe it is very important for researchers to pub-
lish their work with a journal that has a sense of urgency, 
scientifically strong team of experts, and effective social 
media strategy that helps the scientist to disseminate 
their research work to the important pool of researchers 
in the pharmaceutical industry globally. During this pro-
cess, we strongly encourage researchers to submit their 
work with AAPS Open to see for themselves these advan-
tages. In the meantime, follow us or join the conversa-
tion at Twitter (https:// twitt er. com/ AAPSO pen) and 
Linkedin (https:// www. linke din. com/ in/ aaps- open- sprin 
ger- nature- a1674 7223/).

On behalf of our new Editor-in-Chief, Andrea All-
mendinger, and the brand-new editorial board, I invite 
you to submit your articles with American Association 

of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) flagship open 
access journal AAPS Open. At AAPS Open, we commit 
to broadcasting high-quality publications to the broadest, 
and most suitable audience possible. Besides innovative 
research paper, we especially invite potential publica-
tions including case reports, commentaries, data notes, 
database articles, letters to the editor, meeting reports, 
reviews, perspective, mini review, position statement, 
rapid communication as well as conference reports. 
Every submission undergoes a peer review process to 
help ensure consistently high-quality articles which read-
ers appreciate.
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